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EDITORIAL
Dear readers, thank you to those of you who gave
me encouraging feedback regarding my work on
e-motion which I am still very much enjoying.
I must however continue to ask for support
and help. There are a number of jobs that could
be easily done without any speciﬁc knowledge
or skills in editing, and YOU are the help I need.
Simple tasks such as calling people and generating
articles for E-motion is essential, and on occasion
there is a need for proof-readers. Or perhaps you
are interested in writing for E-motion regularly? I
would like to re-introduce a “notes from the web”
section.
Like Céline before me, I have now been editing
e-motion for over a year on my own. As you can
see by the issues delivered to your door, this is a
possible task, but not one that should be done
alone. Who else do we have overseeing and
selecting what goes into e-motion? What other
voice is there for our members apart from mine?
I request again for you, the readers, or people
you may know, to continue to contribute written
articles, or brief reports from the ﬁeld. Send them
to: emotion@admt.org.uk. Next deadline is 1
November 2005. At present, there are no articles
for Winter 2005.
You may notice I have included a new section
– Discussion Forum. In this section, Lisa Pickles
writes for us, sharing her experience of her ﬁrst
ADMT AGM.
In this issue, I am pleased to present another article
by Penny Best - Embodied Choices and Voices.
This article will appear in a book in the autumn
called “Re-Inventing Education”, put together by

Synectics – problem solving in education and
leadership. Penny has written this for a different
audience to that of the DMT population. However,
there are still clear messages and questions that
can be carried over for us to think and ponder in
our own practices – whether that be as teachers,
trainers, therapists or artists, or perhaps just people
‘in relation’ to others. It is a creative look at where
our “bodies” ﬁt in today’s education systems.
Katy Dymoke has kindly written a book review of
Linda Hartley’s informative new book – Somatic
Psychology: Body, Mind and Meaning 2004. The
review feeds our need for new knowledge, and may
inspire the reader to go out and buy, buy, buy!
In this issue we also hear from our Association
Chairperson – Susan Scarth, who has kindly taken
the time (in her busy schedule) to write, giving
clarity on a number of important issues for us as
DMT’s. Please do read this carefully, as it warrants
our thoughts and attention for the future of our
profession.
Finally I would like to say, that Bonnie Meekums
has written a short letter clarifying her role with the
new Peer-Reviewed Journal – Body, Movement
and Dance Psychotherapy. You would have all
now received the ﬂyer giving ADMT members a
large reduction on the subscription price. I myself
am looking forward to the ﬁrst issue in 2006, and
believe this to be an important turning point for the
DMT profession in the UK in terms of raising the
standards of academic and professional thinking.
I wish you all a peaceful move into a colourful
autumn, Tracey French, Editor
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NEWS FROM ADMT-UK COUNCIL
IMPORTANT NEWS for ADMT UK
members
NB All acronyms have been used, with their
complete reference used initially, in order to
assist members in becoming familiar with them.

Arts Therapies Professional Heads that we call
ourselves Arts Psychotherapists in order that the
breadth and depth of our professional activity be
fully understood. He was struggling to get the
employers to understand the level of expertise
that Arts Therapists offer until he changed the title
in a meeting one day and the penny dropped!
There are many issues that have come to the
fore since the AfC process has started - the
most prominent being clinical supervision.
Furthermore, the requirement for our trainees to
be in personal therapy during their training has
also raised a few eyebrows. Comparative to our
Allied Health Profession (AHP) colleagues the
Arts Therapists (ATʼs) are trained and undertake
professional roles to an extremely high standard.
All AT professionals are expected to continue
receiving clinical supervision post qualiﬁcation
and then on throughout their professional life.
This is not a usual experience for RMNʼs, OTʼs
or Psychologists. In fact, a project was launched
this year in the West Midlands to look at the value
and effectiveness of supervision for a group of
AHPʼs. The results are looking very favourable
indeed. Are we surprised? I have been outspoken
on this subject for many years and have repeatedly
offered my services to health and social services
teams, to no avail! The clinical supervision and
personal therapy requirements of ATs training
and subsequent clinical practice are major
contributors to ATs practise offering the effective
model of treatment that so often brings clarity to
a multi-disciplinary team (MDT). We should
be inordinately proud of the four Arts Therapies
professions for we have a unique model and offer
a professional service of the highest quality that
is pushing forward into new arenas and continues
to extend the boundaries of current knowledge,
skills and clinical practise.

This is the most signiﬁcant period for the Arts
Therapies since they were established. Much
work has been undertaken so far and there is still
more in hand, to ensure that the Arts Therapies
offer a professional career structure and hold
credibility throughout the health, social and
educational sectors in the UK. In the following
article I wish to address the changes that have
taken place already and alert you all to the new
initiatives that are either underway or in gestation.
Some actions are driven by national agencies and
others are ʻlocalʼ responses to the effects of these
inﬂuences and form the basis for discussion and
consequent action within the Association.
The Agenda for Change (AfC) within the
National Health Service (NHS) is affecting job
security, terms and conditions of employment
and future job prospects and promotion of many
of our members. The Early Implementers (EI)
NHS Trusts are nearing completion of the Job
Matching process and signing off their employeeʼs
new contracts. In April this year the AfC was
rolled out nationally and so all UK NHS Trusts
should now be going through the Job Matching
process and agreeing Job Descriptions (JDʼs) and
consequent pay Bands.
As a result of the impressive tenacity of Jane
Dudley, Vice Chair of the British Association of
Art Therapists (BAAT), the calm astuteness of
Terri Coyle, music therapist at South West London
and St Georgeʼs NHS Trust and the attention to
detail undertaken by John Tyler, art therapist at the
same trust we would not be reaping the beneﬁts
that are now agreed. However, this level of work
and negotiation cannot be undertaken without the
highly knowledgeable and professional support
of the Union and Colin Adkins and Fiona Farmer,
senior ofﬁcers in the Amicus Union, have both
been strong advocates for the Arts Therapies
in recent years. It was Colin who advised the
e-motion Vol. XIV No.12. ISSN 1460-1281

The outcome of the AfC negotiations
We now have a ʻfamilyʼ of proﬁles that is available
for all to see on the ADMT web site. They are
as follows:
• Arts Therapist Entry Level – Band 6
• Arts Therapist –
Band 7
3
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• Arts Therapist Principal –
Band 8A – 8B
• Head of Arts Therapies –
Band 8C – 8D
• Arts Therapies Consultant – Band 8C – 8D
The Band 6 Entry level pay banding was
disappointing for the following reasons –
Factor 1 Communication and Relationship
Skills, Factor 3 Analytical and Judgmental Skills
and Factor 7 Responsibility for Policy/Service
Development were all scored below the levels at
which most newly qualiﬁed ATʼs will be expected
to function. This is why it is imperative that you
take a close look at your Job Description and your
actual responsibilities and skills and stress your
level of autonomy and responsibility both within
and outside the clinical sessions, BEFORE you
sign off. You can ﬁnd the latest information on
the web and further information will be posted to
you in due course. There is a Guide to AfC and
Job Descriptions offered by Clive Holmwood,
Dramatherapist who has valuable experience
of the Job Matching process as a job matching
panellist in his area of North Warwickshire. You
will also ﬁnd the ʻfamilyʼ of Job Proﬁles that will
help you understand your position on the Bands.
You can visit the Department of Health (DH) web
site and download further information or order the
necessary publications from them. Amicus keep
their web site up to date with useful information
regarding this and many other matters.

By October 2005 every NHS employee will be
expected to have identiﬁed their personal KSF
for their professional role and produced a KSF
outline! The KSF outlines are linked to each
employeeʼs Personal Development Plan (PDP),
and inform their Gateways and Paybands. They
are not to be used for Job Matching and Job
Evaluation purposes. The KSF Post Outline is
based on the JD (already signed off) and sets out
ʻdimensionsʼ, ʻlevelsʼ, ʻindicatorsʼ and ʻareas of
applicationʼ that are applicable to the post for
which a person is employed. These Outlines
should be developed between managers and staff
representatives and apply to Bank staff and Part/
time staff too. Every post in the NHS will have
an Outline and every staff member should have
an annual PDP review.
Again, information about KSF can be found on
the DH web site – www.e-ksf.org. You can also
ﬁnd some FAQʼs on the ADMT web site that
is helpful to get a basic understanding of the
Framework and the thinking behind it.
Department of Health (DH) inﬂuence
So there you have two major initiatives that
are being driven by the DH that will have a
massive impact on ATʼs working in the NHS and
elsewhere. The thinking now is to bring Health
and Social Services together with Education and
provide a cohesive service to the population in
all arenas of their lives. The phrases ʻcradle to
graveʼ and ʻintegration of servicesʼ are phrases
often used in the planning teams today. The DH
is generating White Papers for consultation daily
with only three-month consultation periods.
These initiatives will have a direct effect on
training, working conditions, professional
expectations, career development etc. for ATʼs
and other AHPʼs as well as patients and carers.
Please note the following consultation documents
that need to be read and addressed very soon:
• Care Outside Hospital,
• Best Research for Best Health,
• Review of Mental Health Nursing,
• Allied Health Professions (AHP) Career
Framework – Skills for Health,
• Creating a Patient-led NHS,
• New Ways of Working for Psychiatrists,
• New Ways of Working for Psychologists.

Union Membership
If you are not a member of Amicus it is important
that you consider joining now. You do not have
to be employed in the NHS to beneﬁt from their
support. There are local Representatives in each
area and they will be very happy to come to your
place of work to discuss any employment issue
with you. When faced with difﬁcult employment
issues it is invaluable to have high quality legal
advice and representation when you need it!
Without the support that all ATʼs have received
from Amicus over recent years we would not be
seeing these beneﬁts so far highlighted.
Knowledge and Skills Framework
Alongside the AfC the Knowledge and Skills
Framework (KSF) thinking around NHS staff
development is being driven by the DH and is a
matter of great importance to all NHS employees.
e-motion Vol. XIV No.12. ISSN 1460-1281
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These are documents for public consultation
so anyone can write to the DH and share their
knowledge, comments and suggestions.
NB: There is an Allied Health Professions
Federation conference in London in March 2006
looking at the New Generations Project. Keep a
look out for this too!
The DH Workforce Review team will be
publishing their ﬁndings very soon. All the AT
professional bodies had input into that review
and we hope that the ATʼs proﬁle will be raised
considerably as a result. It was highlighted at
the meeting between the team and the Chairs that
ATʼs have traditionally been counted into the
OT workforce or the Nursing teams and so their
speciﬁc employment patterns have not previously
been revealed within the statistics. This is why
ADMT requested more information on you than
before. We can now feed more accurate statistical
information into the DH database and bring the
ATʼs into the foreground of the NHS workforce.
Regarding the Skills for Health brieﬁng – there
is a call for people to register an interest in being
involved in the Reference Group. Do you work
in a clinical team with substantial contribution
from AHPʼs? Have you knowledge of a team
who is actively involved in developing a new
project that involves AHPʼs? Can you identify
a team that could offer valuable insight on a
Reference Group? If so you might like to contact
Alison Strode, Project Manager at the DH who
is involved speciﬁcally with the AHP Career
Framework and the Skills for Health project.

to continue to work closely together, collaborate
where possible and share expertise, knowledge
and skills when helpful.
Financial and Professional health
One pressing matter that we were each eager to
discuss were the ﬁnancial realities of running
a professional organisation. Each Association
faces rising costs of administration, printing,
travel and other overheads while the expectations
made upon the few employed persons within
each organisation also increase. We shared that
we were each in discussion with our respective
Executive Councils about costs and membership
fees. We each recognised that members do not
like to agree to increases in their fees! However
there is a practical reality and it is each Executive
Councilʼs responsibility to address these
uncomfortable issues. I am choosing to share the
ʻfeesʼ debate with you in the belief that we will
develop a stronger working partnership through a
consultation process than through a dictatorship!
The following full professional membership fees
can be compared with our own:
BAAT
£140 per annum
BADTh £85 p/a and increasing
APMT £80 p/a and increasing
ADMT £80 p/a RDMT, £100 p/a SrDMT
It is to be noted that BAAT pay salaries to their
Chairperson, a Chief Ofﬁcer and an Administrator.
The Chief Ofﬁcer raises further income through
co-ordinating the CPD workshops and other
training events. BAAT has over 2,000 members.
BADTh (Drama) and APMT (Music) both pay a
part-time Administrator and offer small stipends
to their Chairs. Each body has approximately 800
members. ADMT pays a part-time Administrator,
and has approximately 200 members, including
students and associates.
The Professional Associations are vital to the
health and well being of the ATs professions. HPC
requires that a Professional Association is active
and can evidence how it serves itsʼ membersʼ
interests. Without the Professional Associations
there would be no representative body with
whom Government bodies could liase, negotiate
and develop new professional initiatives. We are
the equivalent of the Craftsmenʼs Guilds prior
to the Industrial Revolution. We provide the

Networking
Much of the information that I am sharing with you
in this article has been gained from meetings with
Amicus, the DH AHP Advisor Sheelagh Morris,
the ATʼs Professional Heads meetings, HPC
communications and consultation documents
and the AHP Bulletin. The regular quarterly
meetings between the ATʼs Professional Bodiesʼ
Chairpersons has been invaluable support to each
of us and has facilitated a sharing of practice and
professionalism, vision and practicalities. BAAT
is now headed by Neil Springham with Jane
Dudley as Vice Chair, APMT by Judith Nockolds
and BADTh by Madeline Warren-Anderson. At
the most recent meeting last week we committed
e-motion Vol. XIV No.12. ISSN 1460-1281
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benchmarks and standards to which our ʻcrafts
peopleʼ adhere thus ensuring the pride they feel
for their work is validated. Like the Guilds, we
retain our separate identities whilst recognising
the similarities and specialist skills of our
respective crafts. For example, the collaborative
work undertaken in regard to the AfC has proved
this necessity. Our interdependence has ensured
that DMTʼs, not yet regulated by the HPC and
therefore in a precarious position, will reap the
same rewards as our other AT colleagues. It must
be clearly stated that our AT colleagues acted
in unison in working closely with ADMT and
including us in all consultative meetings. Such
solidarity has been most heartening.
So the membership fee pays for the excellent
administration from which we have each
beneﬁted during the last 18 months, the essential
communication tool that is e-motion, council
membersʼ expenses who attend conferences,
seminars and professional meetings to represent
ADMT members and the DMT profession, and
much, much more! With the keen eye of our Vice
Chair, Marie Ware, and in conjunction with Andy
Clements, Administrator and Company Secretary,
we did well in 2004/05 to almost break even. But
we need to do even better next year. The bottom
line is - we need to increase the membership fee
in order to meet our responsibilities and begin to
see ADMT ﬂourish.
The costs of maintaining records, databases,
sharing information, offering telephone and
email advice, servicing the web site rise each
year as the expectations of our members also,
and quite rightly, increase. There are ways
that the four Associations can work together become a louder voice, a stronger power with
which to grapple - but in order to ensure this
voice we need ﬁnancial investment, we need
the support and commitment of our members.
Some members offer their voluntary time and
run the Newsletter, run workshops, put on
exhibitions, research an area of interest and share
the information with the executive council, rewrite policy documents, attend meetings etc. etc.
The majority of members do not have the time
or inclination for ʻcommittee workʼ. It is not
everyoneʼs ʻcup of teaʼ. However, you can offer
your support through your membership fee. What
e-motion Vol. XIV No.12. ISSN 1460-1281

level of investment are you prepared to make?
How much do you value your representatives?
Just think about this! If you are an RDMT you
pay approximately £1.05 a week to ADMT. A
SrDMT pays £1.08 per week. If I asked you
to make a monthly contribution what might it
be? How have you beneﬁted this year? Have
you enjoyed reading e-motion? Did you enjoy
the lunch and the workshop at the AGM? Does
it help you to know that ADMT is representing
you at the Health Professions Council (HPC), in
the DH, on the national Arts Therapies Research
Group and at the Arts Therapies in Education
Group?
With a little more income with which to
manoeuvre ADMT can begin to realise the vision
of our Founders. It was envisioned that ADMT
would support DMT innovators in the UK. It was
a forum for discussion and sharing of practise
and practicalities. In the future ADMT would
promote DMT in the NHS, Education, the Prison
Service, the Voluntary Sector and beyond. Much
of this vision has been realised and continues to
develop. But the hard work has only just begun!
We need become an organisation ʻwith teethʼ. To
do this we need your support and commitment.
I am asking you each to consider the following
proposals:
1. Each member donates a separate sum each
year over and above the usual fee. Say £20,
£30 or £50? This would give us the potential
extra income of £1,500 per annum. This could
pay for an extra 1/4 dayʼs Administration or a
further web-site upgrade or a part-time web
manager or a small bursary to a struggling
student. However, in my experience of
fund-raising this does not usually attract the
necessary funds.
OR
2. As RDMTʼs reap the same beneﬁts from
ADMT as a SrDMT the cost of full membership
be equalised and raised to a more realistic
level e.g. £110 per annum (£2.10 per week
or £9.20 per month). This would bring in an
extra £3,500 per annum potentially.
3. We should also raise the costs of Student and
Associate membership and I suggest Students
pay £40 p/a and Associates pay £45 p/a. This
would attract a further £2,000 per annum at
6
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Decision making at an EGM
The next Executive Council meeting will be
on October 29th 2005 at The Place off Euston
Road in London and will be an Extraordinary
General Meeting. Its purpose is to ratify the
Audited Accounts of 2004/05. Furthermore I am
proposing that we agree proposals in regard to
fee levels. I present my proposals in this article
fully aware that some colleagues may have
different perspectives and these will be shared at
the meeting. Because it is an EGM members,
too, will have a voice.
The meeting will start at 2.00 and all members
are invited to attend. It is essential that you
inform Andy beforehand if you wish to be there
as numbers will effect where we meet. Please email me if you wish to share your thoughts. I
will be very happy to enter into a debate on this
and any other matter raised in this article.
If there is a member reading this article who thinks
that they would like to get involved in any one of
these issues and act on behalf of ADMT UK and
the other Professional Bodies, much like Jane,
Terri, John and Clive have done, please contact
me immediately. I welcome help with thinking
about these issues, relating the information back
to members and attending essential meetings and
conferences. We also need someone interested
in becoming the DMT Union Rep. who will
liase with AMICUS and develop a Partnership
Agreement between ADMT and Amicus. Above
all such people need to have a passion for
procedures, have an eye for detail and an astute
understanding of hidden agendas! Some such
individuals already sit on Council but we need
to strengthen the ʼworkforceʼ and involve more
members in speciﬁc areas according to their
interests and skills. I look forward to hearing
from you!

minimal expense to these members.
For this increase in fee members could receive
a quarterly Newsletter - e-motion, the bi-annual
peer-reviewed journal (see following section),
increased representation at all the various
bodies of which I have spoken, the possibility of
partnership working with Amicus, an extra full
dayʼs administration, further improvements to
the web site and to standards of communication
within the Association as a whole. We might also
consider employing a p/t Development Ofﬁcer to
co-ordinate further income-generating projects.
You might recognise how my mind is thinking
– invest to grow! Without investment in the
organisation we will not move beyond our present
position.
Sharing professional knowledge
Evidence of successful collaboration between
members and organisations concerns the new
peer-reviewed journal: The Body, Dance and
Movement in Psychotherapy. Three prominent
members of ADMT, our elite academics Drs
Vicky Karkou, Bonnie Meekums and Helen
Payne have been instrumental in launching
the European journal with Taylor and Francis
publishers. For a fraction of the usual cost Taylor
& Francis will make this journal available to
ADMT members twice a year, if ADMT UK
offers to include it as part of the membership
package. If we administer subscriptions from
individual members this brings considerable
costs implications to the Associationʼs budget. It
would be more streamline and beneﬁcial to all if
ADMT includes the journal as part of the annual
membership fee, paying a one-off fee to Taylor
& Francis. This way every member will receive 2
copies each year with an e-motion mailing.
The journal is an important initiative that calls
for great praise for the huge achievement that
it is. This peer-reviewed publication will be
the European voice piece of our profession. It
will bring us together with our Body Therapies
colleagues and raise our proﬁle in the UK and
Europe. Well done to Helen, who has pushed
for this for many, many years and to Vicky and
Bonnie who have supported her with enthusiasm
and academic perspective!
e-motion Vol. XIV No.12. ISSN 1460-1281

Registration Levels
In conclusion, I need to address one matter
that was agreed at the last Council meeting
following the AGM. We have thought long and
hard over the years about the three-tier system
that has beleaguered ADMT for so long. At
the presentation to HPC of our application for
regulation the panel that represented ADMT was
asked if BRDMT offered entry to the profession.
7
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We all, in unison, said ʻYes!ʼ without a ﬂinch,
squirm or otherwise! We knew then that we
had to deal with this issue once and for all.
The Universities have struggled with our high
standards and found the costs to meet them
prohibitive. Course leaders and their supporting
staff who teach on the training courses have
worked tirelessly to meet the ADMT criteria.
It has become more urgent with the ﬁnancial
constraints of Higher Education being made
ever clearer to ADMT that a compromise of our
standards was necessary whilst also wishing to
respond to the constant cry from our members
– ʻAbolish the three-tier system!ʼ Remarkably,
it is done!
The following decisions were agreed by Council
on June 24th 2005:
1. Council decided on June 24th 2005 that the
registration level of BRDMT would cease
to exist. This decision will be actioned
from September 30th 2005. Entry level
for professional practice as a DMT for all
ADMT members will be at Registered
Dance Movement Therapist (RDMT) level.
All current ADMT members registered as
BRDMT will be automatically upgraded
to RDMT as from the above date and after
receipt of a small administrative charge of
£10.00. The requirements for SrDMT remain
the same.
2. In response to the difﬁculties that Higher
Education has found in meeting the high costs
of DMT training, ADMT wishes to place the
responsibility of maintaining standards of
professional training, clinical supervision
and assessment of Clinical Practice with
the universities and training establishments
themselves.
3. The Criteria for Registration andAccreditation
of Training Courses will reﬂect the change
in the ADMT approach while maintaining
clear guidelines and expectations for training
courses and DMTs in practice.
4. Overall responsibility for Clinical Supervision
must rest with a Senior Registered Dance
Movement Therapist (SrDMT).
5. Clinical Practice experience should be
arranged by the college/university at a level
that they feel appropriate for the practice
e-motion Vol. XIV No.12. ISSN 1460-1281

element of the training. (HPC offers a
guideline of 120 days across 2/3 years to the
other ATʼs.) It is imperative that elements
of Clinical Practice must include staff/team
liaison, feedback to teachers/nurses etc.,
presentations, record keeping, attendance at
MDT meetings and contact with the client
group outside of DMT sessions.
6. Council recognises the immense value of
individual clinical supervision and encourages
students to seek this for themselves where
possible and where appropriate.
7. Council accepts that clinical supervision
might be received in small groups and large
groups within a training course and expects
this to be regular and appropriate to the level
of clinical practice experience.
8. Council stresses the absolute requirement for
all practising DMTʼs to be receiving regular
individual and/or group clinical supervision
when employed as a DMT. This should be
evidenced in the annual CPD document.
There will be many ex-BRDMT members who
will feel aggrieved that they have worked so
hard to achieve the RDMT level of registration
prior to this announcement. We would like
to stress that those members have only stood
to gain from their further clinical experience
and supervision and will have set a personal
standard to which ADMT would like all DMTʼs
aspire. Such measures taken by Council will
mean that more universities will be prepared to
support DMT professional training courses. It
is a long-held desire of mine to see universities
in the regions develop new courses. Queen
Margarets College, Edinburgh is enrolling
students for a Foundation course commencing
September 2005. Derby Universtiy and Dance
Voice, Bristol continue to seek validation and
subsequent accreditation. ADMT will continue
to ensure that accreditation remains stringent but
in an ethos of inclusiveness.
As with all new initiatives there are advantages
and disadvantages. The information that I have
shared with you in this article is varied, exciting
and sometimes difﬁcult to swallow. Remember
that ADMT is your Association and represents
you – so please take your opportunities to share
8
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your thoughts with others, either in the pages of emotion, on the web or at the EGM. Alternatively
you can e-mail me your thoughts to me and I will
share them with Council.
We have many new members graduating from
training this August. Welcome to you all! I
sincerely hope that many of you will give voice
to your professional views as the years progress
and write for the newsletter and the new journal.
I am sure that all our members, both new and
ʻmore matureʼ, will continue to ﬁght with me for
the continued development of DMT.
Susan Scarth - Chairperson
sbscarth@hotmail.com

Extraordinary General Meeting

EGM
October 29th 2005
at
The Place
17 Dukeʼs Road
WC1 (Euston)
2.00 – 4.00 p.m.

for the purpose of signing off Audited Accounts
2004/05 and agreeing other ﬁnancial business

Announcement of New ADMT
UK Council Members

(see article by Chair in this issue)

At the AGM in June 2005 there was a vote for three
positions to be ﬁlled in Council. We would like to
announce the new members and say thank you to those
who have given their time so generously to ADMT in
the past.
We welcome back Barbara Feldtkeller who was
standing down after serving her full three year term
as a council member.
We welcome new to the council: Jacqueline Butler
and Tracey French.
Also we would like to give a late welcome to Céline
Butté , Eilla Goldhahn and Karen Rosevear who
were elected onto Council at the AGM in November
2004.

Please inform Andy Clements by
October 14th if you wish to attend.
Thank you.

On behalf of ADMT
we would like to wish our
most distinguished
Honorary Member
Walli Meier

A Special Thank You to Jeannette McDonald

a
VERY
HAPPY 80th BIRTHDAY

We would like to say a special ʻthank youʼ to Jeannette
who is standing down as a Council member this year.
Jeannette continues to offer her time and experience
to ADMT UK serving on the Education and Training
Sub-committee.
Jeannette is one of the early founding members of
ADMT in the UK and has served as Chairperson from
1998 to 2002. She continues to push forward with
new initiatives and has recently represented ADMT
UK at the European DMT Association Conference.
Jeannette has also been working behind the scenes
alongside other dedicated and experienced DMTʼs on
the current mission to get DMT Regulated by the Health
Professions Council HPC.
Although Jeannette has not ʻretiredʼ entirely from her
ADMT commitments, we must suitably express our
gratitude to her for everything she has contributed to the
DMT profession and the Association over the years.
e-motion Vol. XIV No.12. ISSN 1460-1281

Walli continues to bring
dimension and new thinking to
Rudoplh Labanʼs legacy.
Her contribution to the ﬁeld
of DMT as tutor, mentor and
supporter continues with
unbounded energy and generosity.

Many happy returns!
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Book Review

Hartley, L. (2004) Somatic Psychology: Body, Mind and Meaning:
Whurr Publishers.
ISBN: 1-86156-430-9
Written by Katy Dymoke
This book is hard to put down and warrants several
readings. On reﬂection I realise that it does two
things, it reveals the intricacies, richness and
inevitable pathway of somatic psychology towards
interdisciplinary and inter-related ﬁelds of inquiry
and practise, but further it presents Hartley,
her insights from her work and experience in
a thoroughly thought out and researched way.
It is the balance between the personal and the
professional, that is so integral to her writing that
makes this book a must.
This book follows on from the style of Wisdom of
the Body Moving: an Introduction to Body-Mind
Centering, Hartley, L (1995), which indicates the
ways to differentiate and integrate the mind of
the body systems in descriptive and inspirational
language. There is the same ease of language
in “Somatic Psychology” but with much more
excavation and conclusive evidence supported
by the breadth of her multidisciplinary working
practice. The Body Mind Centering ® principle
that “support precedes movement” also pervades
the book, the structure creates the foundation, or
the skeleton from which everything else is shaped
and expressed for us to sense, ponder, grasp, and
so become conscious of the “meaning”. We donʼt
just get theory; we get full passages of anatomical
somatic research which she then contextualises
into therapeutic practice.
There are far too many potential examples,
but I favour this one in Chapter Two –Somatic
Practices, Candace Pert is cited as the;
“Former chief of brain biochemistry at the
National Institute of Mental Heath (USA)
(whom) has been at the forefront of research
that is changing the dualistic paradigm that
has dominated scientiﬁc medical thinking for
centuries. Pertʼs (1999) exploration into neuropeptides and their receptor sites has revealed
that mind and body inﬂuence each other in a
two-way process of communication” (p. 35)
Science enables us to investigate the body at a
e-motion Vol. XIV No.12. ISSN 1460-1281
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molecular or sub-cellular level. Somatic practises
such as Body Mind Centering are enriched by this
information as it evidences our practice, creates
the “meaning” that our hands and senses perceive
and our experience have justified. Somatic
psychology has gained respect and recognition in
the health sector because of the research evidence
of notable experts such as Pert.
“The mind as we experience it is immaterial,
yet it has a physical substrate, which is both the
body and the brain. It may also be said to have a
nonmaterial, non-physical substrate that has to
do with the ﬂow of that information. The mind
then, is that which holds the network together,
often acting below our consciousness, linking
and co-ordinating the major systems and their
organs and cells in an intelligently orchestrated
symphony of life.” (p. 35)
Hartley integrates this all beautifully to support
her initial aim voiced at the end of Chapter One.
“The body like the dream, holds the seeds of
healing and growth, and through exploring
the body, its chronic contractions, pains and
symptoms of disease, we may access this healing
source…..The body can reveal all of this, and
much more when we learn to listen to it, just as
the dream image that emerges from our night
sleep…can catalyse insight, healing and change,
then bringing awareness to the body need no
longer be fraught with fear, anxiety, guilt, shame
or disbelief, but may become an adventure of
courage and curiosity, the hero and heroineʼs
journey embodied within.” (pages 26-27).
It is against this backdrop or skeletal frame that
Hartley then ﬂeshes out the Dance Movement
Therapy discipline, it is the “union of body and
psyche. (Chodorow 1991:3)”. page 59.
“Dance movement therapy is concerned with the
expression and transformation of emotions and
feeling states which emerge from the unconscious,
expressed as posture, gesture, and movement, into
conscious awareness.” (page 59).
Autumn 2005

Throughout the book I feel so much at home. I
feel totally indulged and pampered as a reader,
the lush informative passages and delving into the
unknown and her daring to integrate the intuitive
with the medical. I wonder if male readers
enjoy this book as much? I love the interwoven
perspectives and the clarity of her thinking
particularly her indication of the importance of
men in body psychotherapy, but, and this comes
across almost as a rallying call, as women are to be
recognised as “innovators in the somatics ﬁeld”.
She continues;
“ This seems to reﬂect the direction of movement
of the feminine principle which is a deepening to
the inner knowledge and power accessed within,
in contrast to the masculine way of ascent and
acquisition of what lies beyond - a process of
immanence rather than transcendence, which
implies spirit embodied in matter. Deepening to
the inﬁnite world contained within the boundaries
of our skin, a microcosm of the world without is
the way of somatic practices.” (Page 31).
The later chapters unveil this process, which
is not direct but spirallic, in keeping with the
healing process itself. Hartley takes us through
the interweaving and unwinding processes that
support the client to experience and regain an
essential sense of self. The self is like a space,
as the place we feel integral, known and owned,
which is essential to a balanced sense of wellbeing. The sense of self is deﬁned at birth and
as such can be disturbed or damaged even in the
birthing process. As the cells in the body carry
these memories, they carry then the ability to heal,
and Hartley takes us through different approaches,
supported by different models and processes,
each referenced with a clinical case to elucidate
and support, once more, our understanding of her
meaning and intention. The selection is wide and
takes us on an intricate and rich journey into the
“inner knowledge and power accessed within”,
which the clients discover for themselves and can
then re-pattern, integrate and embody.
The depth of Hartleyʼs enquiry leaves no illusions,
no suspended disbelief. I am a converted so I may
be biased? The case-load referencing does afﬁrm
and conﬁrm my own practise but not only mine.
e-motion Vol. XIV No.12. ISSN 1460-1281
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I shared the book with a Senior Drama Therapist
colleague and she bought a copy straight away.
Two females? Yes, but two avid consumers of a
book that may well have been exhausting to write
but one which is full of the treasures Hartley has
so wanted to share for so long? There is much love
in this book, it pours from the very pages.
“It matters that I keep my heart open, and the
ﬂow of life and love through it strong and clear.
It matters that we support each other to embody
our potential and express our unique purpose
on earth, just as it matters that every cell and
organ of the body supports and is supported by
its community of cells to do what it is meant to
do.”
As I close the book I feel touched and moved, I
feel the respect for human life and dignity and the
need for love. I feel even more my own practise as
I inevitably reﬂect as I read. I recall the incidence
where I used the word love when discussing the
needs of a client to a care assistant, they looked
forlornly and said; “in all the time I have worked
here I donʼt recall hearing that word, sad isnʼt
it?”. The necessity for somatic psychology is
absolutely unquestionable, as a practitioner I
sense this, I empathise, and I feel the need for
the personal within the professional as I work to
deepen my understanding of the “inner world”
where the unconscious and conscious “minds”
meet. I realise the limitations of the words and the
need for the anecdotes and the medical evidence,
otherwise it is dry theory, like a glove without a
hand. Hartley never seems to forget the reader,
or underestimate our interest, nor fear we may tire
of her generosity. In her concluding words she
advises the reader;
“In order to befriend our world and live in peace
with it in all its diversity, we must ﬁrst befriend
ourselves…… To return to our source and regain
the feelings of wellbeing, trust and love, we need
to cultivate a conscious relationship with the
whole of who we are – body, feelings, mind, and
spirit.” (P 246).
It is hard to talk brieﬂy about a book that requires
much more time to digest, it surely will become
a seminal text.
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Embodied Choices and Voices
ʻLife, like science and art, is a theory about the
world: a theory that in our case takes bodily form...
if those theories are good enough, then life will
prosper and multiply; but if they are outmoded
by changing conditions, their embodiments will
dwindle and perishʼ Prelude 1
I believe passionately in locating the body
centrally within learning experiences. In this I
mean the body-in –relation, in relation to itself, to
the environment and to others, the social world,
in effect socio-physical events. My personal and
professional experiences support this view as I am
situated within the world of dance, arts therapy,
and creative process research. Each of these areas
focuses upon processes between people and their
worlds, their internal and external worlds. In turn
these worlds are peopled.
When I give presentations and workshops for
counselors, therapists, teachers, lecturers and
artist practitioners I always offer opportunities
to connect with simple bodily awareness. For
me the starting point for reﬂection and sharing of
information stems from oneself, oneʼs here-andnow bodily response and room for maneuver. This
bodily response is made up of personal history,
present context, social expectations including
issues of difference e.g. power, gender, ethnicity,
ability. Bodily response and experience is
complex and at the same time simple, in that it is
simply in , and of, that moment, while meaning
making continues well beyond. What we do with
this as educators , learners, artists, therapists , is
crucial. What opportunities we give ourselves and
others to explore relationship, beginning with an
acknowledgement of how we mutually inﬂuence
the bodily experience of the other. How do we
literally shape each other through physical, social
and contextual interaction2.
We learn-in-relation. And yet both traditional
and contemporary education systems seem to
go out of their way to fragment experience and
uncouple body- mind connections. While early
years education values full body learning, recent
increased testing in primary and above has once
1
2

By Penelope A. Best

again shifted the focus from learning to knowing,
from experiencing to showing. My concern is
far wider than early years education as I feel
opportunities for embodied learning are being
missed at all stages; the body is quite literally
being squeezed out. Technological developments
have increased distance learning which is
designed to widen participation. However, this
may also have a knock on effect of distancing our
relationships to our bodily experiences unless we
build in reference to, experience of, and reﬂection
upon somatic information.
How can we harness new methods of
communicating, sharing information, and learning
which engage the whole person? How can we
ensure that we literally embed the body within
learning experiences, encourage access to the deep
resources which are held within? Adding physical
sessions (PE , dance, sport) while important ,is
not the answer. Integration of the physical with
the intellectual throughout education at all stages
is vital for the future; all stages means including
secondary, tertiary and lifelong learning. In effect
it would be re-integration as there would need to
be substantial change to classrooms, learning
environments, criteria of learning, assessments and
values. Without this I envisage a de-socializing
metamorphosis in which individuals are separated
from one another while carrying massive thumbs
and huge eyes and little else! There will be less
appreciation of difference and valuing of other.
In the future we need to monitor both individual
body experience as a resource, where a learner
might be alone at home on a computer, yet in
a web chat room, as well as monitor the shared
interactive body experience, where the learner is
in the presence of others in a classroom. While
the kinesthetic may be viewed as only one of the
multiple intelligences, a mode of knowing or
entry point to learning3, we must remember that
we all have bodies. However, we may not all be
musicians, artists or mathematicians. Educators
may be aware that every experience is ﬁltered
through bodily senses 4, yet few of us may
realize that these senses are limited and shaped

Barrow, J. (1995) The Artful Universe. Oxford: Clarendon Press.
Best, P. (2003). Interactional Shaping within Therapeutic Encounters. USA Body Psychotherapy Journal, 2.2, pp.26 – 44
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by evolution and focused upon survival pattern
recognition 5. We are already developing current
innovations such as robotic intelligences, virtual
worlds, more distance learning, and implanted
microchip communication all of which emerge
from present body parameters. How can we
create new embodied choices, in which individual
learners have opportunities to experience and
reﬂect on different perspectives and resources
shaped by shifting positions, both physically
and intellectually? 6 Can we provide sufﬁcient
space, time and materials for active shifts which
would offer enriched possibilities for embodied
reﬂections on learnerʼs current choices and on new
opportunities for growth and change?
These are difﬁcult questions to answer and many
are rhetorical at this point. However, I feel it
appropriate within the context of this book for
me to consider some of the ways in which my
concerns might be met in the future. I consider
two interlinked points, one is assessment and
the other is the learnerʼs physical involvement.
As education, learning centres and opportunities
widen through technology , I assume that there
will still be a need for assessing the efﬁcacy of
what is on offer, no matter how dispersed. This
assessment serves to satisfy the provider, the
funder, and also the learner.
I have always found the learning process difﬁcult
to assess, since my days as a choreography
lecturer when we had to ﬁnd ways of pinning
down creativity. I have learned over time to
be extremely careful about criteria within
assessment, to take time to create criteria which
is sufﬁciently focused, yet also allows varied
ways of evidencing learning. Over the past 12
years with colleagues within a dance movement
therapy training programme 7 I have co- created
numerous wonderful assignments and learning
experiences for students which involved them
in producing unique records of their learning
processes using learning proﬁles, reﬂective essays,
co-presentations and also drawings, sand trays
and collages. However, we found that the more
useful and pertinent an assignment became in

supporting the studentʼs learning, the harder it was
for us to assess it! The individual nature of each
production meant it took an inordinate amount
of tutor time to adequately respect the studentʼs
reﬂective work. One very successful method was
the introduction of triangulated peer, self and
tutor assessments which included interaction and
reﬂective discussion after observing a live event,
literally a live performance of learning, with the
body of the learner on show, in the moment. The
live learnerʼs body was central and essential to the
task and this might inform ideas for integrating
embodiment and assessment of learning.
I suggest that in the future it will be even more
imperative to keep the learnerʼs body as central
to both learning and assessment. Assessment
enables learning to be tangible, to be articulated,
and it is important that this articulation is not
solely verbal or text. As future educators (or
learning supporters) we need to demonstrate that
we value the embodiment of learning by accepting
physical evidence of learning as valid. We can
make use of webcams and mobile technology to
co-create learning assignments. Students could
be required to experience tasks before reporting
back and discussing from their unique perspective
in conjunction with others. We might develop the
use of self assessment with videoʼs as evidence
of bodily engagement. Each assignment could
require investigation with tangible objects as well
as websites, encouraging connections between the
virtual and real worlds. In text students could be
encouraged to use more metaphoric and storied
language within their work based upon their
unique bodily perceptions. Valuing this sensoryperceptual relationship is as relevant to maths and
sciences as to the humanities. Playing with ideas
needs to be predicated upon playing with things,
holding three dimensional objects which inform us
about our own three dimensionality, our ups and
our downs, our inʼs and our outʼs, our backwards
and our forwards. The future may be viewed as
a time element, yet it is also a space element and
it is with us already8 .
It is telling that within this short piece I have

Gardner , H. (1999) Intelligences Reframed: Multiple intelligencies for the 21st century. New York: Basic Books
OʼConner, J. & McDermott, I. (1996) Principles of NLP. London: Thorsons
5
Barrow, J. (1995) The Artful Universe. Oxford: Clarendon Press.
6
Parker, G. & Best, P. (2004) Reﬂecting processes and shifting positions in dance movement therapy. Moving On. Dance Therapy Association
of Australia 3.3. pp 2-4
7
Parker & Best (Ibid)
3
4
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already felt so constrained by the dominant
academic paradigm of written communication.
I sense that I could have presented my ideas
so much more richly and effectively in person,
bodily with the non verbal support of movement,
audience reaction, inﬂection and interaction. I
would also have used a metaphoric landscape
ﬁlled with my own somatically shaped symbols9.
However, as the context for this piece is a book , I
decided to play with creating a short poem about
my concerns. I chose the medium as it offered an
opportunity to shape my words, open spaces and
add questions as I would if I were speaking with
you face to face. I have not written a poem since
I was a child when the expectations were simple
descriptive rhymes. My bodily response when I
initially considered writing a poem was one of
shrinking from possible judgment, feeling the
discerning reader may ﬁnd ﬂaws. This narrowing

of kinesphere, shrinking of posture, quite literally
making myself smaller, can be a common response
of learners ( or the complete opposite one of
enlarging oneʼs chest like a blowﬁsh , ready to
attack).10 These features hold information for
both the individual and the system about what
might be needed to create a ʻgood enoughʼ holding
environment. 11 I overcame my physical narrowing
and restriction of breath by consciously breathing
in, shifting my shape and deciding to ask the
reader not to look for technical or aesthetic merit,
but rather to share one way in which I can give
my thoughts body.
ʻWe cannot come to apprehend external
reality except through the instrument of the
body. Yet we cannot come to make sense of
this apprehended reality except through the
processes of the mind.ʼ Pp. 84 12

Massey, D. (1999) Spaces of politics. In Massey, D., Allen, J., & Sarre, P. (eds.) Human Geography Today, pp. 279 -294. Cambridge: Polity
Lawley, J. & Tompkins, P. ( 2000) Metaphors in Mind: Transformation through symbolic modeling. London: The Developing Company
Press
10
Moore , C. & Yamamoto, K. (1988) Beyond Words: Movement observation and analysis. Philadelphia: Gordon & Breach
11
Winnicott, D.W. (1965). The maturational process and the facilitating environment. New York: International Universities Press.
12
Moore , C. & Yamamoto, K. (1988) Beyond Words: Movement observation and analysis. Philadelphia: Gordon & Breach
8
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EMBODIED CHOICES
So, there are institutional bodies, bodies of knowledge
Governmental bodies, professional bodies, busy bodies
But where are the a-live presences, the lived-in bodies
Of the learners? As experts? As teachers?
We live through our bodies
We learn through our bodies
In space, in time, in relation to gravity, in relation to others 13…
These are givens , aren’t they?
And yet they seem to be taken away… by education
Squeezing out the bodies, to ﬁt in the computers
Fragmented splitting of mind from body, body from mind,
“Eyes on the screen, ﬁngers on the button
Butts on seats, hands in the air !”
Lip service to experiential learning 14
Where is the body central to the process of inquiry? 15
The body constituting a mode of knowing
Personal epistemology born out of touching the world
The body in touch… out of touch … touching … others
My world ? your world? our world? whose world?
A virtual world?
Can we really still be limping with a Cartesian fracture ?
In our brave, less –than- new world of chaos, complexity, and unity in diversity?
In which ‘widening participation’ may in fact mean less deepening
Where more and more people are less and less connected
To themselves, to others
To cultural embodiment , subtle somatic knowing
Of rich , rich differences
e-motion Vol. XIV No.12. ISSN 1460-1281
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While the movement impulse may be the root of thought, of language 16
Movement alone is not enough … relationship is essential
‘Against’ relationships as well as ‘with’ relationships
Expression, deconstruction, reconstruction, social construction
Deep structures, meaning making
(my! what a lot of physical building!)
In relation to others
To experience ‘Otherness’ , to push up against , to deﬁne , to reach an edge
A deﬁning edge , a perceived discrepancy
Which provides just the right amount of sensed difference
to make a difference17
to generate a precious moment of learning
Body play, playing with ideas, playing with risk, playing with the unknown
Creatively inquiring , testing, challenging, checking,
With whatever body we have , whatever abilities
Somatic inquiry… encouraging choices…using our body voices
Breath in… breath out… reﬂect, connect…connect and reﬂect…fully
Valuing inspiration … voicing choice…quite literally
And fully… full bodied engagement
We are in ,and of, our bodies whatever age we are
Let’s shout it out!

ʻ Keeping alive the movement impulse- the root of all development of a thinking, feeling, acting
human being.ʼ pp 9 18
CODA
So, what shall we do? I hear you cry!
I say go forward, not backward , make use of every new way
Every new technological advancement
Yet remember the body, the human body, your body
As you tap and type, peer and squint at your screens,
At your WAP enabled miniatures
Yes, the web holds virtually all you need…to read
But not all you really need… to experience
Ensure learners touch, taste, view, smell, hear objects of life
Make these environmental interactions requirements
Yes, celebrate that your phone may enable you to SEE
The body of the person to whom you speak
Roll on video conferencing, web cams and clips
Learning experiences need to include people and interaction
To require feedback and ‘feed forth’ reliant upon observing
And sensing, taking- in of the other as part of the task
Build in dialogue and interactive tasks rather than solo, techno responses
Yes, we may want innovative ways of assessing learning
And proof that learning has occurred
Yet our methods can never be fully future-proofed
We will need to remain vigilant to the way technology shapes our bodies
And locate the body in the centre of the ‘performance’ of knowledge
Csordas, T.J. (1999). Embodiment and cultural phenomenology. In Weiss, G. & Haber, H.F. (Eds.). Perspectives on Embodiment : The
intersections of nature and culture. (pp.143-162). New York: Routledge
14
Moon, J. (2002) A Handbook of reﬂective and Experiential Learning: Theory and practice. Routledge Falmer : London
15
Bresler, L. ( ed). ( 2004) Knowing Bodies, Moving Minds: towards embodied teaching and learning. Dordrecht, Netherlands: Kluwer
16
Bartenieff , I. (1980) Body Movement : coping with the environment New York : Gordon & Breach
17
Bateson, G. ( 1972) Steps to an Ecology of Mind. New York: Ballantine Books.
18
Bartenieff , I. (ibid)
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A personal Account of the Annual General
Meeting – 25th June 2005
By Lisa Pickles
I was looking forward to attending my ﬁrst Annual
General Meeting. As more and more members
started to arrive, it was amazing to see the
variety of personalities in one room. The friendly
greetings reminded me of long time friends not
seen for a while. I had no idea who was who and
this allowed me to see everyone as equals without
status attached. There was a wealth of knowledge
in the room and I used any free time to talk to
people about their work. It seemed as if most of
the group were interacting in similar ways. It was
only later that I realised “Wow, Helen Payne is
sitting behind me!” Throughout the meeting there
were contributions to the discussions from most
members.
I thought hearing about the budget would be really
boring, but fortunately it was a very lively debate
with strong and direct outspoken views. I realised
that this limited budget is part of the backbone that
supports us.
The meeting concluded and some of us stayed
for the afternoon workshop with Rosa Shreeves
titled ʻDancing Yourself into Beingʼ. Rosa spoke
gently with a kind open nature. The warm-up of
greeting and interacting in movement aided group
cohesion in a short time frame.
Working with partners, we looked at using
gentle touch (head, shoulders and feet). It was
interesting how she incorporated touch into
the workshop. Touch helped me to focus my
awareness on that body part. I found that breathing
into the touched area heightened my focus. This
enabled more ʻworkʼ to be done in that area, for
example grounding my feet by visualising roots
growing from them into the earth.
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We were encouraged to explore our own
personal space and experience it as a ʻsphere
of all possibilitiesʼ. Playing with expanding and
contracting my space gave me insights. This was
a new angle for me - by experiencing a broadened
Kinesphere, it can be less frightening to broaden
oneʼs own life choices. A simple Mexican dance
imagining that we were in the desert was a
wonderful closing experience.
After the meeting, I felt invigorated. Through
getting involved and sharing my voice, I had
extended my sphere of possibilities. I exchanged
details and now have some valuable contacts for
the future.
As a student, I found the ﬁrst year training on
the MA Dance Movement Therapy Course at
Goldsmiths extremely intense. On top of the
workload of reading, researching and writing
there was much personal growth and reﬂection.
I focused on my personal and work development
and therefore had little or no time and energy left
to become involved with the development and
current issues facing the ﬁeld as a whole. As a ﬁrst
year student of DMT, I did not think that I had much
to offer, believing that only fully qualiﬁed DMTʼs
should be making decisions that would affect the
ﬁeld as a whole. But Iʼve since realised that we
can all learn from each other and all bring our
own different experiences which can surely only
add to the growth of the ﬁeld.
It is exciting to think about the possibilities
of shaping and developing my own way of
working through learning and experiences.
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Brief Reports from The Field
Alyson Nehren passed on this contact from Janet
Kaylo, for those who know her, and may have
been concerned about her safety.
I received information from Janet Kaylo, at home
in beautiful New Orleans since last Autumn, that
she is safe and staying with a friend outside the city.
Fortunately she was in Alabama when Katrina hit.
Her home has been affected by the hurricane, but
a friend managed to rescue her cat and computer,
and she hopes to get into her house in the next few
days (2 – 3rd Sept) to retrieve a few items. She and
her partner will be relocating out of state for about
6 months while New Orleans gets back on its feet.
She asked me to let everyone know that she is dry
and in air-conditioned surroundings!.
Aylson.

!!!ALL ROEHAMPTON
GRADUATES!!!
This is a request to ﬁnd as many graduates of the
Dance Movement Therapy Post Graduate MA
studies of Roehampton University.
We are having a gathering and Reunion for
2005, but before we can make a date for this, we
would like to start gathering names, addresses
and details of all or as many as we can, of the
past graduates.
If you read this and know of any or all of your
year group, please contact them, and me, and let
me know if you could possibly take on the task
of gathering information for your year – like a
telephone tree!
Most importantly, Penny Best and Gabrielle
Parker, along with other lecturers are hoping
that you can attend, as they really would like to
see, hear and know of all the richness of your
experiences since graduation day.
Please start by contacting me, Tracey French,
firstly by e-mail: traceyfrenchdmt@yahoo.
com
Or if you do not have access to a computer, then
write to: Tracey Rowden, Dance Movement
Therapy, Arts Therapies Department,
Roehampton University, Southlands College,
Roehampton Lane, London SW15 5SL
If you are writing by post to Tracey Rowden,
please state clearly your interest in being part of
the reunion, giving details of your, and others,
addresses, year group and contact numbers.
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Journals and book Announcements
Body, Movement and Dance in
Psychotherapy

New Journal.
Letter from Dr. Bonnie Meekums:
My role with this journal is to represent ADMT
UK. I would like to see high quality submissions
from ADMT members, and am happy to advise
on drafts prior to submission. You can access
details about this new journal, at www.tandf.
co.uk/journals/titles/17432979.asp. The journalʼs
editor in chief is ADMT UKʼs Fellow and an
SRDMT, Dr. Helen Payne.
The ﬁrst edition is already full, but it would be
great to hear from anyone wishing to submit to
later editions. If you follow the links on the above
page, you can ﬁnd instructions to authors. Please
only send me a draft once you have followed
these, as I do not see my role as proof reader.
My feedback will not mean acceptance, of course,
which will be via blind peer review. If you want
to contact me, you can do so at my university email address: b.meekums@leeds.ac.uk
I look forward to hearing from potential
contributors.
Bonnie Meekums, PhD, SRDMT.

Coming Soon….

The Dancing Dialogue:
Using the Communicative Power of Movement
with Young Children
By Suzi Tortora, Ed.D., A.D.T.R., CMA
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New Book Announcement
Sacred Woman, Sacred Dance: Awakening
Spirituality Through Movement and Ritual
Author: Iris J. Stewart
ISBN: 0-89281-605-8
Publisher: Inner Traditions Intl.
Website: www.innertraditions.com/tradinfo.htm
Website of Conferences:
Confer have some interesting conferences
up and coming that may be of interest to our
community.
Please look at the on their website: www.confer.
uk.com
Or e-mail for info: info@confer.demon.co.uk
Or call: 01728 689090

Marketing and Business program Workbooks
Offering four Self Guided Programs for
Creative Arts Therapists!
1) Mission and Vision
Drive the Direction of your Success
2) Marketing Plan Made Easy!!
3) Financial Management for Fun and Proﬁt
4) Where is everybody?
Your customers – deﬁne them and ﬁnd them;
target markets and your niche.
You can view samples and order on line,
conveniently and securely by going to this site:
http://akacoachandcompany.com/self.html.
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WORKSHOPS & COURSES
Spaces may still be available even if you have missed the ﬁrst date. Please contact Penelope
Best for details if interested on email or phone below. This group model has been running
for the past 6 years.

RELATIONAL CREATIVE PROCESSES MODEL OF SUPERVISION

A space for therapists to dance issues, move problems, draw ideas, play with metaphors, sing
feelings, role play narratives, write stories, listen and talk with other and ʻʼtalkʼ with oneself.
Reﬂect upon the interdependence of personal and professional creativity. Take time to sense the
wisdom within your body, for working on, or in relation to clinical material, and connecting with
new ways forward. Be very active, when appropriate and also very quiet when helpful. We will
shift between dancing, talking, drawing, listening, writing, and playing.
Penelope Best, SrDMT : RCPM Supervision
pendmt@aol.com
01908 225578
DATES for 2005 -2006 sessions
Proposed venue: Roehampton University, Roehampton Lane
Fridays 7pm until 9pm 10 sessions:
September 23
October 21
November 18
December 9
January 13,
February 17
March 24
April 28
May 19
June 23

OPEN COLLEGE LEVEL 2 COURSE:
INTRODUCTION TO DANCE MOVEMENT THERAPY
Venue: Richmond Adult Community College, Richmond, Surrey
Starting:15th September 2005
Time:18:00 – 21:30
Day: Thursday
Duration:18 weeks
Fee: £195
Tutor: Tracey French BA, RDMT
To ﬁnd out more, please visit the college website www.racc.ac.uk
or call: 020 88437921,
or to ﬁnd out if there are still late starting places, e-mail: traceyfrenchdmt@yahoo.com
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Workshops and Courses

INTRODUCTORY WORKSHOPS
AND TRAINING IN AUTHENTIC
MOVEMENT

WALK OF LIFE MOVEMENT
WORKSHOPS with Helen Poynor

Led by Helen Payne, SDMT; UKCP registered
psychotherapist and international trainer in
DMT. Helen studied Authentic Movement for
many years in intensives with Dr Janet Adler and
has developed her own approach to Authentic
Movement based on her research and experience
with children and adolescents. Suitable students
may participate at introductory level or train in
the Certiﬁcate programme as appropriate.

Autumn Reﬂections - Flux and Form October
8th & 9th
The cycle of the seasons and the ebb and ﬂow
of the tide reﬂect the patterns of change in our
bodies, our dance and our lives, earth, tree and
rock offer stability in this changing landscape.
Moving becomes a way of receiving and
responding to ourselves, to others and to our
environment, inviting a whole-hearted, fullbodied, and sometimes unexpected, response to
the moment.

23 - 27 November 2005 at Leiston Abbey
Suffolk. Tuition £350 and accommodation
£44.00 per night all inclusive.
27-30 Jan 2006 at Letchworth Centre for
Healthy Living, North Herts.Tuition £175 B &
Bʼs available nearby.
17-19 March 2006 as above
5 - 7 May 2006 as above
Please email h.l.payne@herts.ac.uk
or telephone 01438 833440 for discussion,
application form and further details.

The Art of Being in Motion with Helen Poynor
and Shelagh OʼNeill November 5th & 6th
Interweaving the Feldenkrais Method® and
non-stylised movement, the subtle kinaesthetic
awareness developed through the Feldenkrais
approach enriches creative exploration, opening
the doors to fuller and freer expression and a
deeper encounter with the environment.
Both workshops include moving in the natu
al environment. Location: Charmouth, near
Lyme Regis, Dorset.

Dr Helen Payne, Reader in Counselling
and Psychotherapy, 32 The Common,
Hatﬁeld, Herts AL10 ONZ Tel: 01707
285861

Contact Helen: 01297 20624 for details.

AUTHENTIC MOVEMENT AND
THERAPEUTIC PRESENCE
With Fran Lavendel in Edinburgh
Introductory Day: September 3, 2005. Four
weekends: October 2005-March 2006

The South East Arts & Health Partnership

The study of the discipline of Authentic
Movement and how it can help cultivate clear
presence in our work with others. An opportunity
for professional development for practitioners
and trainees in therapeutic and bodywork
practices, education, the caring professions and
the community.

A Regional Conference on physical activity
and health inequalities with a focus on
dance and walking projects.

STEPPING OUT
Friday 7th October 2005
Woodville Halls Theatre
Gravesend, Kent

www.stepping-out.org.uk
Organised by Berkeley La Roche Ltd
Tel 01323 502344
Email: mary@blrcommunications.co.uk

Please contact Fran on 01968 676461
lavendelmaclean@ednet.co.uk
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Therapists and Supervisors

Beatrice Allegranti, MA, SrDMT
Offers individual and group supervision: Integrating
Feminist and Dreambody approaches. Contact:
beatriceallegranti@mac.com or Tel: 07714 196 810
Dawn Batcup, SrDMT
Offers supervision or DMT in South London.
Contact: dawn.batcup@swlstg-tr.nhs.uk or Tel. 020
8682 6236
Leah Bartal, SrDMT
Offers individual DMT and group supervision, using
psychosynthesis therapy, Feldenkrais, Authentic
Movement, Jungian Analysis and is BMC trained.
North West London and internationally. Monthly
movement and mask-making workshops. Contact: 24
Winchester Road, London NW3 3NT or Tel/Fax: 020
7722 9768
Catherine Beuzeboc, SRDMT
Offers individual sessions in movement psychotherapy
and supervision in North London NW5.
Existential / Humanistic orientation. Tel: 020 7267
6253 or email: c.beuzeboc@btinternet.com
Katya Bloom, SrDMT, CMA, MA
Offers individual movement therapy and supervision
in North London.
Tel: 020 8444 2071 or email: kbloom@talk21.com
Sue Curtis, SrDMT
Available in South East London for supervision,
training or workshops. Sue specialises in all aspects
of work with children and young people.
Contact: Tel: 0208 244 0968 or sue@dircon.co.uk
Yeva Feldman, SrDMT, MSc, Gestalt Therapist in
advanced training.
Offers supervision (individual and group) in South West
London and professional development workshops.
Contact: Tel: 07958 610234 yevafeldman@prevyet.
freeserve.co.uk
Linda Hartley, MA, SrDMT, BMCA, RMT, UKCP
Offers personal therapy, integrating Authentic
Movement, Body-Mind Centering and a transpersonal
and body-oriented approach to Psychotherapy.
Supervision is also available in London and
Cambridge. Contact: Tel: 01799 502143 or linda.
hartely@ntlworld.com
Sarah Holden, BA hons, SrDMT, IGA, UKCP
Offers individual movement psychotherapy, and
supervision in South London. Contact:
Tel: 020 8682 6246 or sarah.holden@swlstg-tr.nhs.uk
Martina Isecke SrDMT, Dance Artist, Psychologist
Creative coaching and dance holidays at Lanzarote,
Canary Islands, Spain. Offers supervision, DMT
workshops, dance tuition. Contact:
Tel: 0034
680588728 or e-mail: tinaise@yahoo.co.uk www.
martinadance.com
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Fran Lavendel, MA, SrDMT, BMC practitioner
Teacher of Authentic Movement, offers movement
psychotherapy, group work and supervision.
Contact: lavendelmaclean@ednet.co.uk
or Tel:
01968 676461
Jeanette MacDonald, SrDMT, ARAD
Offers individual therapy and clinical supervision
in London and Exeter. Also available for Advanced/
Professional Dance workshops and private coaching.
Contact: Tel: 01392 873683 or info@exedance.
demon.co.uk
Dr. Bonnie Meekums SrDMT, UKCP
Is available for both private individual therapy and
clinical supervision in the North and North West of
England. Contact: University of Leeds, Wakeﬁeld
Site, Margaret Street, Wakeﬁeld WF1 2DH. Or
b.meekums@leeds.ac.uk
Nina Papadopoulos, SrDMT
Is available for individual DMT and supervision
in East London. Tel 020 85563180 or email:
ninadmt@yahoo.com
Dr. Helen Payne, SrDMT, Fellow ADMT-UK,
UKCP
Offers training, therapy and supervision. Trained
in Authentic Movement and integrates this into her
private practice. Contact: Tel: 01707 285861 or
H.L.Payne@herts.ac.uk
Helen Poynor SrDMT
Available for individual movement therapy and
supervision in East Devon & Totnes. Also offers Walk
of Life Movement Workshops in West Dorset/Devon.
Halprin trained. Contact: Tel: 01297 20624.
Sandra Reeve SrDMT
Offers movement therapy and supervision in SW
England. (Dorset) and Move into Life workshops for
personal and professional development. Contact: Tel:
01297 560511 or sdreeve@aol.com
Susannah Rosewater SrDMT
Offers individual DMT and supervision in Chiswick
W4. Her work is inﬂuenced by Authentic Movement,
Humanistic Psychotherapy and Feldenkrais Method.
Contact: 020 87427240 or sue.rosewater@virgin.net
Susan Scarth SrDMT, MCAT, BSc. Hons
Offers supervision – individual and group, Training
and Consultancy. Contact: sbscarth@hotmail.com or
Tel: 07769 644569
Rosa Shreeves SrDMT, UKCP, Dance Artist
Offers individual therapy, supervision, choreography
and consultancy in West London. Contact: Tel. 0208
995 5904 or roger.north@btinternet.com
Marion Violets, SrDMT
The Willows, Rhydowen, Llandsul, Ceredigion SA44
4QD Tel: 01545 590 315 or 07973415287
marionviolets@magie.freeserve.co.uk
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The e - motion ADMT U.K. Quarterly is an ofﬁcial publication of the Association for Dance Movement
Therapy. The quarterly Committee invites all members to contribute and reserves the right to edit all material.
Views expressed by the contributors are the authorsʼ and do not necessarily express the views of the Association.
Similarly, any publication, advertisement or workshop not part of the Associationʼs activities is not necessarily
recommended or approved by the ADMT U.K. Copyright of articles remains with the author unless otherwise
speciﬁed. When writing articles, please use the following editorial guidelines:
A maximum of 10 sides of A4 including references. Single line spacing. For text only, there is no need to do formatting. All
references cited in the text must be listed in alphabetical order in a reference section at the end of the article. Only items
cited in the article should be listed as references. Each one should include the following as a general guide:
Books:
Author/s surname/s followed by initials, year of publication (in brackets), title (underlined), place of publication, name of publisher,
page numbers (if referring to an article within an edited book)
Chodorow, J. (1991) Dance Therapy and Depth Psychology: The Moving Imagination. London & New York: Routledge
Journals:
Author/s Surname/s followed by initials, year of publication (in brackets), title of article (lower case), title of journal (uppercase and
underlined), volume and issue number, page numbers of article.
Karkou, V. (1999) Who? Where? What? A brief description of DMT: Results from a nationwide study in arts therapies, e-motion, ADMT
UK Quarterly, XI, (2), 5-10.

Please carefully edit your work before submitting it, i.e. check spelling and grammar thoroughly.

Send material via e-mail as an attachment to: emotion@ADMT.org.uk e-mail us for SUBSCRIPTION to the journal, ADVERTISING
and LISTINGS. Please note that receipt of contributions will not be acknowledged unless requested.

ADMT U.K. Membership & Subscription
Associate
Student / Unwaged
Institution
BRDMT Member
Full RDMT Member
SRDMT Member
Overseas Supplement

Annual membership to ADMT
U.K is available from:
ADMT UK Administration
32 Meadfoot Lane
Torquay, Devon TQ1 2BW

£ 35.00
£ 30.00
£ 60.00
£ 60.00
£ 80.00
£ 100.00
£ 10.00

Annual Subscription to e - motion
ADMT U.K. Quarterly for nonmembers costs: for Institutions
£40, Individual £16 including p&p
(overseas + £6.00)

Advertising Policy
The e - motion ADMT U.K. Quarterly will publish listings in the columns provided as a free service to our members. Council
reserves the right to limit listings to those which will be of interest to ADMT members. These listings may include the name
of the event / service, the leader, the dates, the location, a brief description (one sentence) and contact information.
Paid advertisement space is available in e - motion ADMT U.K. Quarterly. Fees are:
Advertisement
Rate

Sizes (mm)

Full Page
Half Page
Half Page No.2
Quarter Page
Quarter Page No.2
Eighth Page
Flyer

height

width

240
120
240
120
60
30

170
170
85
85
170
170

ADMT
members

Nonmembers

£80
£50
£50
£25
£25
£15
£80

£100
£60
£60
£35
£35
£25
£100

10% Discount available for yearly (x4) insertions, price of insertions at above rates.

e - motion ADMT U.K. Quarterly DEADLINES:
1 FEBRUARY, 1 MAY, 1 AUGUST, 1 NOVEMBER
The editorial committee will undertake to mail the publication approximately six weeks after deadlines.
EDITORIAL COMMITTEE: Tracey French
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ADMT Research Register: Invitation for Registration
As you may know ADMT has developed a register of research activity in DMT. Research
projects that have been completed in the past have been included in this register in response to
the membersʼ contribution. We will appreciate if you continue updating this register with new
studies and/or studies that have been included in the register as ongoing projects but are now
completed. As a reminder, the following types of studies/projects are considered:
• Small-scale or pilot studies
• Master studies
• M.Phil. and Ph.D. studies
• Other independent research projects
The criteria for inclusion of your study/project in the ﬁnal register are:
1. study/project is UK based
2. has clearly deﬁned overall aims, objectives, research questions and/or hypotheses
3. there is a clear description of methodology, research methods and analysis (both
qualitative and quantitative research perspectives will be considered)
4. contributes to knowledge or new understanding of DMT
5. there is evidence in support of all claims made and conclusions drawn
6. all relevant sections within the form are completed
The registration form is enclosed in this issue of e-motion, but in order to save time you may
request the form to be forwarded to you electronically. See address below.
We would appreciate if you could complete the form as soon as possible in order to help
us update the Register speedily. We regard this as an ongoing process. The research subcommittee of ADMT may contact you to ask further questions, if needed.
Looking forward to receiving your research registration form.
Vicky Karkou
For requesting and returning the form please contact:
Vicky Karkou: V_Karkou@hotmail.com
Or for hard-copies, write to: Dr. Vassiliki (Vicky) Karkou, Queen Margaret University College,
OT and AT, Leith Campus, Edinburgh EH6 8HF.
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